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Abstract
The Maniscalchi - Erizzo Museum in Verona (Veneto, IT) hosts an interesting collection of Roman, Venetic and Rhaetic
antiquities among which a copy of the so called “Spada di Verona” i.e. Sword of Verona. The inscription is redacted in
the alphabet, closely resembling the Venetic, in which the Magrè inscriptions are written. The use of the Magrè alphabet
would indicate a Rhaetic origin of the inscription.The inscription appears to be written from right to left in continuo and
no indication is provided in it for indicating a possible separations between the words. A possible method of separating
the words is to directly recognize in the inscription similar or corresponding Slavic language elements like name and
verbs. However, in applying this method two alternative word separations and consequently two alternative
interpretations of the inscription emerged.
Alternative A (by G. Tomezzoli): faniniufikuremieshiiitifasuvakhikvelisunes → fanin i ufik u remieshi i itifas u
vakh ik velis u nes. Translation: War and mutilation are to the Romans and the fury is to their god Bacchus, Velis is with
us.
Alternative B (from V. Chudeenov): raniniufikuremleshiipivauvakhikvelisunes → rani ni ufik u remleshi i piva u
vakh ik velis unes. Translation: The wounds are not the mutilations among the Romans; when you are drinking together
with Bacchus, Veles has them (already) carried away.
The similarities between the words in the inscription and the words of present Slavic languages offer a tool for
approximating the possible meaning of the inscription. Anyway the existence of two possible and concurrent
interpretations let the space open for further studies on the inscription on the “Spada of Verona”.

1. Introduction
The Maniscalchi - Erizzo Museum in Verona (Veneto, IT) hosts an interesting collection of
Roman, Venetic and Rhaetic antiquities. In the Museum, a first storecase (Fig. 1, left portion) hosts
Roman and Venetic little bronze figures. The second storecase (Fig. 1, right portion) hosts Venetic
little bronze figures, a situla, a metallic belt and a copy of the so called “Spada di Verona” or Sword
of Verona (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Museum Maniscalchi – Erizzo (Verona, IT) , the collection of Venetic and Rhaetic antiquities.
The small white board near the copy of the Sword (Fig. 2) in Italian recites:
Spit of bronze from Ca’ dei Cavri (VR)
Engraved inscription of the Rhaetic oriental group. Vth century BC.

Fig. 2: the Sword of Verona
2. History and previous spelling of the inscription on the sword
The inscription on the Sword is classified as N. 38 by Pauli (1), see Annex A, who reports the
following spelling: ϕaniniuϕikuremieshiiśϕasuvakhikvepisines, and also the spelling of Mommsen
and Fabretti: δaninioδikoremieshiiśδasovakhikvepisones, but provides no interpretation of the
inscription.
The history of the Sword of Verona is reported by Wathmough (2), see Annex B.
Summarizing, Wathmough (2) classifies the inscription as PID 247, mentions that it is impossible
now to arrive at certainty of the text of the inscription engraved on the strip of metal 1m. long which
is generally described as ‘Spada di Verona’, because the original sword or spit has long been lost and
all the existing copies descend from the drawing of one Lodovico Moscardo its discoverer.
Wathmough (2) provides the following spelling: ϕaniniiuϕikuremiieshiraϕasuvakhikvelisanes and
provides a review of the problems linked to the interpretations of the letters in the inscription. He
reports also that according to Pellegrini the inscription is redacted in the alphabet, closely resembling
the Venetic, in which the Magrè inscriptions are written., but no interpretation is provided.
Wathmough (2) defines the possible Celtic translation by Guillemand as arbitrary.
The use of the Magrè alphabet would indicate a Rhaetic origin of the inscription, however, the
writers of the present paper share the whish set out in ref. (2) of the rediscovery of the original sword
or spit, so as to settle all the disputed points.
Fig. 3 shows, among the other, the alphabet of Magrè, which will be used, according to
Wathmough (2), for spelling the inscription.

Fig. 3: Bolzano, Magrè, Este alphabets (ref. (1).
J. Rhys (3), cf. Annex C, in dealing with Celtic inscriptions reports the spelling of the inscription
on the Sword of Verona provided by Dr. Stockes: Quaninio Quikoremies hisa quasova khik
Vepisones, but admit that he had no success in treating the inscription as Celtic.
M. Bor (4) in dealing with Rhaetians and their language wrote :“…, Pallottino considers the
Rhaetian language and the Etruscans as non-Europeans, whereas the Veneti were in his opinion IndoEuropeans and linguistically close to the Italic group. As is well known, my views about the Venetic
language are different, and also I disagree about the Rhaetians and their language”. M. Bor used the
similarities between the Rhaetian, Slovenian, old and modern Slavic languages, for translating
Rhaethian inscriptions (cf. (4), pages 397- 408).
3. The inscription
The drawing of the inscription Pauli N. 38 on Table II of (1) – cf. fig. 4 – will be assumed as basis
for translating the inscription.

Fig. 4: inscription on the Sword of Verona – Pauli N. 38.
The inscription appears to be written from right to left in continuo and no indication is provided in
it for indicating a possible separations between the words. A possible method of separating the words
in the inscription is to directly recognize similar or corresponding Slavic language elements, like:
conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, negations, names and verbs. However, in applying this method,
taking also into account possible changes due to the evolution of the words from the time of the
inscription to today and possible imprecisions in the letters composing the words, two alternative
word separations and consequent two alternative interpretations of the inscription emerged.
4. Alternative A (by G. Tomezzoli)
Reading the inscription from right to left by using the Magrè alphabet (ref. 1, fig. 3) it is possible
to arrive to the following spelling:

faniniufikuremieshiiitifasuvakhikvelisunes
The possible word separation is:

fanin i ufik u remieshi i itifas u vakh ik velis u nes
Note that the composite character IXI in the middle of the inscription results from the fusion of the
characters I X I = iti (cf. fig. 3).

Explanation:
fanin:
Slove.: vojna; Russ.: война; Engl.: war (changement b->v due to betatism);
i:
Slove.: in; Russ.: и; Engl.: and, and also;
ufik:
Slove.: okrnitev; Russ.: увечье; Engl: mutilation;
u:
Slove.: od; Russ.: у, Engl.: (belongs) to;
remieshi: Slove.: Rimljani; Russ.: Римляне; Engl.: Romans;
i:
Slove.: in; Russ.: и; Engl.: and, and also;
itifas
this word seems to be linked to the Slov. dialectal word: ihtn, ihtou; Engl.: furious,
rageous, and would mean fury;
u:
Slove.: od; Russ.: у; Engl.: (belongs) to;
vakh:
Slove.: Bakh; Russ.: Вакх; Engl.: Bacchus - latin god of wine;
ik:
Slove.: jih; Russ.: их; Engl.: their;
velis
Slove.: Velis; Russ.: Велес(Волос); Engl.: Veles (Volos) – slavic god of music, art,
poetry, animals, flocks and herds, death and underworld;
u:
Slove.: od; Russ.: у; Engl.: (belongs) to;
nes :

Slove.: nas; Russ.: нас; Engl.: us.

Translation:

War and mutilation are to the Romans and the fury is to their god Bacchus, Velis is
with us.

Comment:
The inscription is a slogan evidentiating the bad behavioural aptitudes of the Romans, i.e. their
aptitude to make war and mutilation, and of their god Bacchus, i.e. his fury, and in opposition
affirming the confidence of the writer of the inscription in the Slavic god Velis, the god of animals,
the meat of which were roasted on the spit.
5. Alternative B (by V. Chudeenov)
Reading the inscription from right to left by using the Magrè alphabet (ref. 1, fig. 3) it is possible
to arrive to the following spelling:

raniniufikuremleshiipivauvakhikvelisunes.
The word separation would be:

rani ni ufik u remleshi i piva u vakh ik velis unes.
Note that the composite character IXI in the middle of the inscription results would represent the
characters PI.
Explanation:
rani:
ni:
ufik:
u:
remleshi:

Slove.: rani; Russ.: раны; Engl.: wounds;
Slove.: ne; Russ.: не; Engl.: not;
Slove.: okrnitev; Russ.: увечье; Engl: mutilation;
Slove.: od; Russ.: у, Engl.: (belongs) to;
Slove.: Rimljani; Russ.: Римляне; Engl.: Romans;

i:
piva
u:
vakh:
ik:
velis
unes:

Slove.: in; Russ.: и; Engl.: and, and also;
Slove.: pijača; Russ.: пить, Engl: (you are) drinking;
Slove.: od; Russ.: у; Engl.: together with;
Slove.: Bakh; Russ.: Вакх; Engl.: Bacchus - latin god of wine;
Slove.: jih; Russ.: их; Engl.: their;
Slove.: Velis; Russ. Велес (Волос); Engl.: Veles (Volos) – slavic god of music, art,
poetry, animals, flocks and herds, death and underworld;
Slove.: odnesti; Russ.: унести; Engl.: carry away.

Translation:

The wounds are not the mutilations among the Romans; when you are drinking
together with Bacchus, Veles has them (already) carried away.

Comment:
The slogan on the sword proclaims that its owner is free from the fear of mutilations and the best
remedy after being wounded is to drink, as it is common among the Slavic people. The owner is in no
doubt a Slavic Roman; he worships the Roman god Bacchus and the Slavic god Veles. The text of
the inscription sounds as south-Slavic.
6. Conclusion
In spite of the facts that imprecisions in the letters of the inscriptions could exist due to the fact that it
is a copy based on an handmade drawing, that the inscription is written in continuo and no specific
rule is provided about its subdivision in words, and that the ancient words in the inscription have
surely evoluted and are no longer identical to modern corresponding ones, the similarities between
the words in the inscription and the words of present Slavic languages offer a tool for approximating
the possible meaning of the inscription. Anyway the existence of two possible and concurrent
interpretations let the space open for further studies on the inscription on the “Spada of Verona”.
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Povzetek
"Veronski meč"
Muzej Maniscalchi - Erizzo v Veroni (Veneto, IT) gosti zanimivo zbirko rimskih, venetskih in retijskih starin, med njimi
kopijo takozvanega Veronskega meča. Napis na njem je v črkopisu, ki je zelo podoben venetskemu, v katerem so pisane
magrèjski napisi. Uporaba magrèjskega črkopisa kaže na retijski izvor napisa. Napisan je zvezno, z desne na levo, in
nobenega znamenja ni, kako ga razdeliti na besede. Možen pristop bi bil v napisu prepoznati podobne ali ustrezne
slovanske značilnosti kot npr. imena in glagole. Pri tem pa sta nastali dve različni razlagi napisa.
Možnost A (G. Tomezzoli): faniniufikuremieshiiitifasuvakhikvelisunes → fanin i ufik u remieshi i itifas u vakh ik
velis u nes. Prevod: Vojno in pohabljenje Rimljanom in bes njihovemu bogu Bakhu, Veles je z nami.
Možnost B (V. Čudinov): raniniufikuremleshiipivauvakhikvelisunes → rani ni ufik u remleshi i piva u vakh ik velis
unes. Prevod: Rane Rimljanov ne pohabijo; če piješ z Bakhom, jih Veles odnese.
Podobnosti med besedami v napisu in besedami v sedanjih slovanskih jezikih omogočajo približati se morebitnemu
pomenu napisa. Možnost dveh razlag kliče po dodatnem razvozlavanju napisa na "Veronskem meču".
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